Inclusive Play

Who we are
We are the only company in Europe that solely operates in the inclusive space.
Created due to the lack of provision of inclusive products
We will be 15 years old this year, Based in Edinburgh, UK
We understand that Inclusive Play is not simply about accessibility, (as important
as this is) it is the provision of high quality play opportunities for all children,
regardless of needs and abilities
Our products are developed using the 6 senses of inclusive play model.
We developed the design methodology, PiPA (Plan Inclusive Play Area) to enable
play planners to assess the inclusivity of their designs.
We have partners around the globe, UK, The Americas, Europe, Middle East &
Asia Pacific

Types of Impairments
Physical - A physical impairment affects the ability to move or to coordinate and control
movement when performing tasks. A physical impairment may also affect the ability to use
or feel certain parts of the body.
Sensory – Visual and Hearing
Speech/Language - Speech and language disorders refer to problems in communication and
related areas such as oral motor function.
Learning Difficulties - The symptoms of learning disabilities are a diverse set of
characteristics which affect development and achievement. Some of these symptoms can
be found in all children at some time during their development. However, a person with
learning disabilities has a cluster of these symptoms which do not disappear as s/he grows
older.
Cognitive - Includes memory, perception, problem-solving, conceptualisation and attention
deficits. This may result from a range of conditions such as autism, brain injury, Alzheimer's
disease and old age.

The State of Play Worldwide
1 billion people live with a disability worldwide
15% of the world population
80% of which live in developing countries
100 million of the world’s disabled people are children
9/10 disabled children in developing countries do not attend school
Disabled children are 4 x more likely to experience violence than their
non-disabled peers
Half of disabled people don’t receive health care
40% do not have any needs met to support them
70% of adults rely on family or friends to support them
170 countries have signed up to the Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities (CRPD)
Source: World Health Organisation 2019

What does Inclusive Play mean?
No two kids are the same, but they all love to play!
Many people do not understand what
Inclusion means
Inclusion is where everyone can play
together without any barriers
However, we often see
Exclusion – No thought given to
everyone’s needs
Segregation – An area created only
for special needs kids
Integration – Having an area defined
for special needs kids within a play
park
What would you want?

The six senses of Inclusive Play
Inclusive products and playground will ensure that as
many senses are engaged from a seated and a
standing position
✓ Sight/Visual – textures and shapes, reflected light,
strong colour/contrast, pattern
✓ Sound – a variety of auditory sounds such as
chimes and bells or musical equipment
✓ Smell – plantings
✓ Touch – carvings, range of materials and surface
textures, sand and water,
✓ Movement – being aware of your own self, body
movements and special awareness
✓ Balance – Vital equilibrium and co-ordination

Design Process - Wheelspin
Safety rail to aid feel
of comfort when
using the product

Back Rest to give Postural
Support

Large seat big enough
for parents/Carers with
children

Large floor space
for multiple users
or complex
wheelchairs

Maintenance
hatch

Change of texture for
visually impaired

No internal barriers

Design Process - Fusion
The bowl is big enough to play
with others or a parent
The deep bowl provides
postural support

The rim is perfect for sitting
on to steady the user and
slid into the bowl

The spinning motion
triggers the inner ear
vestibular and heighten the
sense of movement

Tactile textured rim
Contrasting colour making it
easy to identify and assists
with movement in and out
the bowl

The rim is designed
at wheelchair
transfer height
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Wheelspin

The Wheelspin is the original flush fitting roundabout on the market. One of the first
products we developed. Designed a disabled parent to help him play with their young
family. It’s the most dynamic and inclusive piece of equipment on the market. The design
with its large surface area, seating with back support provides plenty of room for the
whole family or group of friend to play together. The Wheelspin is available in various
colour choices

Infinity Bowl

There are many spinning bowls. However, the Infinity Bowl is unique. With its lower edge
and set at an angel that will help a child self propel on their own. Getting in and out of a
bowl is very difficult and our design has been carefully thought out. This not only
encourages independence, the bowl can be used as a quiet space to relax and recharge as
you can slowly rotated at your own pace.

Fusion

The Fusion is a multi-user rotating bowl-shaped roundabout. It can be used for gentle
spinning as well as very fast, dynamic play. This movement, coupled with the support and
security offered by the deep bowl makes the Fusion very accessible to children of all
abilities. The wide rim allows for ease of transfer in and out of the bowl. It also increases
the play value as children can sit on the rim and use it to propel themselves around.
The Fusion helps develop balance and coordination

Surfboard

The most inclusive, accessible version of the traditional seesaw that can be used in a
variety of ways. The surfboard is designed for smooth movement that does not hit the
ground with a soft supporting surface at wheelchair transfer height ensuring users feel
safe while offering extra postural support. The spacious surface area encourages multiple
children to sit, lie or stand while they play together.

Moonwalker

Our moonwalker is a flat spinning disc which is fantastic fun when used seated, standing or
lying down. Each position challenging both balance and coordination. It offers a great
dynamic experience for those who feel less confident or have less physical mobility. The
surface is soft and supporting to the users.

Butterfly

With its unique belly seat the butterfly offers space for 2 children in a lying position and 2
seated. They meet in the middle to play together. This highly Inclusive product provided a
play experience for those children who would have been excluded from play due to the
postural challenges they face.

The Dune Sandpit

Also using the unique belly seat, The Dune Sandpit is an elevated product, the first of its
kind. There are a number of access points to allow children & families with varying
abilities the opportunity to play together. There is the belly seat, a platform to kneel or
stand on and access for wheelchairs. There is even a space in the middle for a child to play
in the centre of the action.

Multi use Seesaw (Name tbc)

A multi user Rocker designed to allow up to 6 children to play together at one time. 4
seats with back support, foot rests and hand grips to play in a rocking motion. Like the
surfboard this does not hit the ground and has a soft movement. The middle section
designed at wheelchair transfer height enables children to either sit or lie there to
experience the rocking motion.

Orbs

The orbs, available in a choice of colours, are one of Inclusive Play’s most popular
products. It is highly sensory, fun, friendly and accessible to everyone. It rocks and makes
a sound and the textured surface with ridged edges makes it highly tactile. It is also
available in a timber option providing an alternative tactile experience.

Orb Rocker

A four-way springer that combines the
sensory element of sound, tactile textures,
the visual contrast of colours and the
physical stimulation of dynamic
movement. This is a highly Inclusive
product which helps in the development of
balance, posture and head control.

Mezzo

The Mezzo offers visual stimulation
with its clear panel allowing children to
see the movement inside. The
textures surface and contrasting
colours are very tactile and engaging.

Minisphere

Our Minisphere is a two sided panel
designed to be installed at a low height,
One side has a visually appealing game
with the other a puzzle. Great for children
with limited mobility and coordination
helping develop their motor skills.

Microsphere

Designed to be installed on Walls, fences or
play structures. The Microsphere has either
a ball maze game to develop problem
solving skills or a rain wheel which is visually
stimulating. Both designed with large
handles to assist use.

Music Box
Creating music is one of the
most powerful forms of
development for all children.
Our Music Box range has been
designed to give children free
access to creating music it can
be use as a set or as individual
items bringing the fun of music
to both indoor and outdoor
settings. You can play either the
Xylophone, Glockenspiel,
Bongos or Tongue Drum

Inclusive Sensory Panels
All our Sensory panels aid the
development of motor
response skills and sensory
receptors.
They are very tactile and use
braille to add that extra
dimension. They are fun and
have a range of tasks for
development

What is PiPA – Plan Inclusive
Play Areas
We have created a short video to explain
https://vimeo.com/121031525

How do we achieve inclusion?
PiPA assesses 5 key areas of playground
design;
✓ Plan to go (routes to get there)
✓ Plan to access (can you access play once on site)
✓ Plan to play (engages six sense of inclusive play
whilst offering elements of challenge and risk)
✓ Plan for rest and recharge (a quiet place to rest or
escape to if a child becomes over stimulated or needs
a break)
✓ Plan for engagement (is information for the play area
easy to access?)

It can be used when designing new play areas
as well as assessing installed play spaces.

Thank you for your time today

